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out accepting in blind faith the accuracy of the synonyms
or equipollent phrases supplied in its exegesis, I have, in
many ambiguous terms, been determined by the ruling of
the Commentator, as representing the most ancient orthodox
tradition. Again, it will be seen that the gathas often
record different episodes in one and the same career, or the
utterances of different persons whose identity has at times
to be guessed at.
Now, the Commentator's explanations of episode and
speaker are, it is true, legends woven out of legends.
In the first place, of the seventy-one Sistersx to' whom
poems are attributed, we only meet with twenty in other
works of the Pali Canon. The poems of half as many
agjin are repeated in the Apadana, but the names of the
putative compilers do not always agree. A similar want of
agreement between name and poem appears in the Saijyutta
version of certain of the Psalms given here in an Appendix.
Hence it is only for a very limited section of the Psalms
that we can, with any fraction of confidence, associate a
given gatha with a putative poetess for whom something
approaching historical personality may be claimed. This
does not, of course, warrant the conclusion that the
majority of Sisters named as authors of gathas, but of
whom nothing is elsewhere recorded, never existed. But
the fact that, in the Tkerl-ydthd and Sayyutta Nilcaya
versions of certain gathas, there is a discrepancy in five
out of ten poems between poem and assigned author,2 shows
us that, if the verses were carefully preserved, the identity
of the authors had, for the preservers, something of a
Shakespearian or Homeric indefiniteness. And the fact,
again, that in seventeen of the poems the TherTgiltha
assigns one author's name, the Apadana another, increases
our want of confidence.
1	Omitting the two poems ascribed to the followers of   Patacaru
collectively,  and assuming that certain poems attributed   to  Sisters ,
with the same name are by different persons.
2	Professor "Windisch concludes that these ten Psalms were taken
from an old collection of Mara legends (M>7m itnd Buddlm, 134).

